
From the Principal’s desk…

Dear Scholars, 

A happy summer vacation to all. 

“Tolerance is possessing a heart or a spirit that gives room at all times for people's weakness and imperfection with a 
view to foster peace and promote friendship”.
  
The most yearning moment is on the horizon – and that’s your Summer Vacation of two months. It’s obvious that you The most yearning moment is on the horizon – and that’s your Summer Vacation of two months. It’s obvious that you 
have all geared up and premeditated about your visits and leisure activities back in homeland with your near and dear 
ones. But this time spend your holidays by being more sociable and extra vibrant in undertaking your 
plans, so that your vacation is made purposeful.  To begin with, optimize every precious moment prudently by absorbing 
yourself in reading informative and enlightening books and resort to books on parables, so that you relate and 
apply them in real life.  Improve on your speech skills by reading and watching in English language and hone 
your vocabulary by adding newer words to your conversation.  Spend substantial time outdoors by visiting your kithyour vocabulary by adding newer words to your conversation.  Spend substantial time outdoors by visiting your kith 
and kin and people in your vicinity. Hold discourses with them on daily happenings and crucial world events and 
put forth your thoughts, notions and ideas before them on essential matters. Be a constant supporter of tolerance and 
disseminate it amongst people, in order to help them realize the essence of peace and harmony and certainly root out all 
possible ill feelings and factions.

Try being friendly and benevolent whenever required to all and do partake in family reunions and outings, there by 
strengthening family bond. Consume healthy food and drinks and take care of your health by not binging on hazardous strengthening family bond. Consume healthy food and drinks and take care of your health by not binging on hazardous 
eatables. Avoid hanging out to eateries for instant food items, instead rely on homemade foods so that you don’t fall prey to 
severe health related issues. Look out for ways to erode your monotonous routine by taking up sportive and vigorous 
activities like swimming, cycling, jogging or any other sport of your choice. 

Once again we wish you all a pleasant vacation ahead. Hope you all make every single moment eventful and memorable 
and return back with loads of experiences to share with your pals and teachers.

Prof.M.Abubaker
PrincipalPrincipal
June 26, 2019
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